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BEYOND SCALE.
IMPRINTING OF EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE
ARCHITECTURAL AND ARTISTIC FORMS

A B S T R A C T
As a starting point this paper questions the actualization of the
concept of the atmosphere in contemporary architectural and
artistic research both in theory and in practice. The concept of
the atmosphere points to the possibility that the architectural
and artistic practices directly operationalize their interests in the
problems of everyday life and everyday culture. Architectural and
artistic atmosphere are realized in the ratio 1:1, thus surpassing
conditions typical for both disciplines separately. Usefulness of the
scale of 1:1 is the potential for interdiscursive exchange because
it includes the experience of the physical body in space and
represents a medium through which the social reality is engraved
into the space. We propose that the production of the atmosphere
could be a mechanism to imprint everyday life into architectural
and artistic forms through real-size-multimediaworks.
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Architectural form was founded on proportional systems that derive from the
size and proportion of the human body through the largest part of the historical
development of architecture. From Vitruvius to Le Corbusier, the measuring
and proportional systems of architectural elements were set up directly based
on the dimensions and proportions of the human body. As one of the most
influential models for guidance of architectural principles the Le Corbusier’s
Modulor presents aesthetic and practical standard, or the very guarantee for a
successful achieving of structural soundness, functionality and beauty which
Vitruvius sees as the ultimate task of architecture1. Relying on the human body
as a proportional system of architectural space is not based only on ergonomics,
but also on the ability to understand architecture through comparison with
the dimensions which we are familiar with. Measuring of the space by the
dimensions of the human body or by its parts (thumb, elbow, foot...) and
construction in its proportional system throughout the history of architecture,
ensured the perception of the space as suitable, adapted to man and secure.
However, this reference to the static characteristics of human body for the
development of an architectural form and its connection to the ground gives
limitations for conceiving the response of architecture to dynamic processes
of the contemporary context. Paul Virilio argues that we need a fundamental
change of architectural thought that can follow contemporary conditions of
everyday life, in order to bring the human habitat into a dynamic age of the
body in movement.2
The new dynamic image of reality, which was first revealed by natural (at the
beginning of the last century), and then by social sciences (the middle of the
last century), gives a change of its character as a rational and determined to
multiple, temporal and complex one. Therefore, acting in this reality within the
discourses, especially creative ones, moves from a fixed and stable (where the
order dominates the disorder and chaos) to a new series of dynamic systems
in which order and disorder are pulsing at each other continuously. This fine
balance is on the verge of the chaos, where there is a certain stability that
enables existence, but there is also an orientation towards the same chaos that
overwhelms us with creativity (as a proof of the existence)3. Arhitecture is thus
seeking new ways to reconcile the dynamic nature of its own context and the
static nature of its physical form. This search demands new perspectives in the
connection between the human body and the scale of architecture. Le Corbusier
argued that the human body will always be relative to the idea of architecture,
but contemporary post-human cultural theories showed that architectural
thought has been restructuring toward understanding of the environment in new
categories, different from foregoing dominant anthropocentric perspective. On
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the other hand, this shift can bee seen as a move from the physical categories
of a human body to the categories of human perception and comprehension,
as new etalons (measurement standard) for architecture’s scale and proportion.
By studying the structure of natural phenomena, scientists and theorists find
continuous scalar iterations in relationships part-whole.4 The existence of the
same mechanisms and the principles on the different scales, i.e. levels of the
organization of matter and organisms in nature, introduces the concept of
relative proportions, or proportions in a constant shift. In these interactions
of scale, relations between parts and the whole become important instead of
the entities themselves. In the next iteration, a part becomes the whole, and
the whole becomes a part. Relocation from the entities to the relationship, is
a legacy of theories of the 20th century, both in the natural and social sciences.
Consequently, in architectural design, the relationships as the building blocks
of the architectural structure are recognized. These can be seen in terms of the
physical dimensions of the architectural space, as a number of different ratios
through which a complex work of architecture is designed, dedicated to different
levels of perception, depending on the observation distance. But the invisible
relationships, invisible in the physical appearance domain are those that hold
the structure together.5 This structure of invisible relationships is what we reveal
through the experience of space, which can further be explored through the
concepts of perception and atmosphere.
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We argue that this new benchmark for conceiving architecture could be a
production of atmosphere that is related to (real) size of human perception
and comprehension. Instead of dimensions of human physical body, the new
proportioner refers to ‘dimensions’ of human comprehension. Architectural
atmosphere, as well as architecture itself, is a structured system of signs, a
complex communication and cultural construct for manufacture of visual,
behavioral, and spatial semantic. The phenomenon of atmosphere in architecture
is achieved through intervals of constitution of individual and collective everyday.
To understand the world (which we are a part of), we develop knowledge about
it, through which we scale the reality, according to our cognitive capacities.
Although the perception i.e. experience of the world remains irreplaceable, we
reduce the complexity of the world through the cognitive models of different
discourses. The notions of the scale and the relationship to the human body,
that modern architecture constituted are now being transformed from fixed and
linear to relative and dynamic concepts like emergence and assemblage.6
Refraction of reality through perceptual and cognitive apparatus of man
which are explored by phenomenological theories already includes a man in
understanding or exploration of the world and architecture. The preservation

of complexity is one of the main priorities for contemporary theory (of culture,
including architecture). Through the concept of the atmosphere in architecture
it is possible to preserve the incongruent nature of the architectural work which
consists from different material and immaterial properties. Since it involves
the experience of the human body in the (architectural) space, the atmosphere
always involves the scale of 1:1 (real-size-media-work). Trough the complexity
of spatial factors, the construction of the atmosphere preserves all the properties
and potentials important for multi-sensory experience of space. In this way the
atmosphere overcomes a scale and at the same time becomes a medium through
which the social reality may be embedded in artistic and the architectural forms.
The contemporary concept of architectural atmosphere becomes very important,
both in theory and architectural design. In current debates, authors often talk
about the character and atmosphere of their design works, and not so much
about the expressiveness or the proportions of the form. Many theorists and
philosophers refer to this concept as a key one, when it comes to interpretations
of contemporary architecture. The similarity of the architectural atmosphere
and the atmosphere in installation art is most obvious in conceptual phase of the
work. The contemporary definition of the concept of the atmosphere is based
on the phenomenological aspects, and it requires human experience. The space
is not perceived as an abstract, neutral space, but as a lived experience. Teresa
Brennan begins her work, The Transmission of Affect, with the question whether
there is someone who walked into a space and not “feel the atmosphere“?7
With such an introduction, Brennan refers to the experience of architectural
space that is close to everyone, each of us has experienced at least once to
be overwhelmed by the spatial atmosphere, immersed into the space. The
atmosphere in contemporary architecture becomes a model of thinking and
designing, but establishing relations with installation art can further develop both
discourses. Installation art in its concept and dimension becomes a medium in
which architects set, try out and confirm the new concepts. As the most famous
representatives of such forms of research, we can highlight the installations of
meteorological architecture by Philippe Rahm, the pavilion The Blur Building
for the Expo 2002 by Diller & Scofidio or Zumphtor’s Swiss Pavilion for Expo
2000 in Hanover. This architectural research through experimentation with art
installations represent new paradigmatic models for planning and thinking in
architecture.
The assumption of this study is that the use of installation art in architectural
design, and exchange between these two related disciplines can improve
responses of design practice on contemporary culture. The research of the
atmosphere enabled new relationship between the subject and the object,
dedicated to all the senses.
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CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT OF CREATIVE PRACTICES –
PROBLEMATIZATION OF EVERYDAY LIFE
The need to form an interdisciplinary platform of knowledge today is not
reserved for the architects only. Establishing connections between different
discourses provides a basis for the development of each individual discourse.
These intersections of specialized, fragmented knowledge relativize the
interiority of disciplines, and thus makes the ossified facts more flexible for
interpretation and exchange. “But the purpose of getting beyond the discourse
in the search for connection with other forms of knowledge is to get back and
develop the primary discourse and not to abandon it”8.
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From the perspective of interdiscursive exchange we can follow common
trends in the development of models of thinking. As we explore the knowledge
which is provided by each discourse individually, we focus also on how this
knowledge can be trasfered and modified outside of its own framework.
Philosophical platform of Gilles Deleuze offers the most dynamic model for
the perceiving of the reality. “Special perception and affection of philosophy
or science, necessarily fit with percepts and affects of art, the scientific one as
well as the philosophical one”.9 Deleuze describes the world as all extended
chaos through which every thinker, scientist, artist makes his own cross-section,
which introduces the plane from which everything arises – plan of immanence.
The plan Deleuze is referring to, has two sides: “extensibility and opinion, i.e.
(its) two powers, the power of being and the power of opinion”.10 Between
opinion and being, architecture is placed as neutral, non-defined, and yet active
and effective on both plans. Separating science, art and philosophy, Deleuze
talks about their interdependence, which finally builds the multi-layered nature
of architectural discipline. The attempt to develop knowledge from design
proces, is especially important to architects, since through the act of creation
it is possible to form a new knowledge platform, that unites knowledge from
different discourses.11
Design procedure establishes the relationship between the interiority and
exteriority of the discipline through the systems of relations between the
socio-cultural structure of the city, philosophical and aesthetic principles of the
discipline, physiological and functional requirements of the human body and
technological processes of materialization of the space. Architectural theory
problematizes the terms and conditions for establishing these links, but they
are seldom appointed and interpreted by the architects in design strategies.
At the end of the 20th century (from the beginning of the eighties), architects
have sought incentives from other disciplines, especially through the research

by design methodology. The debates and interdisciplinary gatherings with
the aim of expanding the boundaries of the discipline have been organized.12
Bernard Tschumi is among the first architects and architectural theorists who
elaborated issues of limits and the autonomy of architecture. After modernist
and postmodernist theoretical premises, his criticism of rational approach to
the understanding of the world is especially important, because it points out
the imortance of irrational forces that lead our comperhension of the world. In
this regard, the author criticizes the efforts made by the architecture to close
into itself. He describes an architect who in frightened of the outside world,
full of danger, and begins to dig a burrow where he could be an undisputed
master. Tschumi criticizes the unwillingness of architects to confront the
forces that will take over their products, in which they are overseeing the
external forces in design procedure. According to him, in order to achieve the
capacity for habitation, the architect should count on the life that will occupy
a designed space, he should incorporate irrationality of that life in the space
itself. Otherwise, if the space is not allowed to be taken over by the external
forces – it remains dead, and architecture closed.13 Developing in the climate
of postmodern theory which criticizes the logo centric tradition, contests the
notion of progress, and irracionalizes historical processes, the architectural
theory has attempted to redefine the ethic/aesthetic/technique relationship,
through his own authentic way for the last half of the century. A small number
of architects have managed to carry this burden of freedom, but thanks to them,
architecture has been stepping forward to other discourses – to art, philosophy
and science. The discovery that it is possible to explore the meaning through the
artistic act and its effect, brings together poetics and philosophical questions.
In his book What is Philosophy?, Gilles Deleuze offers an active relationship
between art, philosophy and science through the spatial metaphor of cuts of all
extending chaos,which represent human efforts to understand the world and to
belong to it.
Everyday life represents one of the most important premises of contemporary
culture, that there is no reality by itself, but that shaping of every culture is
based on “the struggle over the meaning.”14 Everyday life, as an area of
common life from day to day, filled with routine and repetitive activities, has
been ignored for long says Ivana Spasic, stating that even the famous Plato’s
metaphor of the cave can be taken as a form of criticism of everyday life.15
Since chained people are sitting and watching a game of shadows on the wall,
thinking that this is all that exists. The definition of ‘daily life’ depends largely
on the theoretical position from which it is viewed. In contemporary theory
there is a number of different approaches on this concept. Joe Moran suggests
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two main perspectives how the culture studies see everyday life: as a ritual and
as a mass consumption.16 The first approach is influenced by the ethnographic
notion of ritual as partially formulated, symbolic act that reflects the culturally
and existentially designed productivity.17 Michel de Certeau suggests the need
of “operations” that invert the image we have about the society. For him, the
hero of modern times is an everyday, anonymous man in noway exceptional.
Common hero. Scattered person. Uncountable walker.18
Certeau problematizes everyday practices and tactics of the individual by wich
one resists to power and the system. According to Certeau, each ‘energy’ –
like reading, walking through the city, watching television or spending some
material goods – which is usually considered a mere passive consumption of
something imposed, or at best, granted, is actually a kind of ‘production’. What
the user does with the product offered is never predetermined. In addition,
the symbolic consumption is not apolitical, since there is an ongoing struggle
between two global sides. One side (the dominant groups, the system, power)
is trying to impose a set of meanings, as they support the status qvo, while the
other side (oppressed, powerless, everyday actors) resists that.
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In this work we establish relations between art and architectural design, in order
to open architectural design practices towards critical potential of research in
interdisciplinary and hybrid practices. We question the possibilities of these
openings through the analysis of the notion of atmosphere, which is common
for both disciplines, through the manipulation of scale. Scale thus becomes the
critical point for opening the possibility for one discipline to influence another.
Through the exploration of the atmosphere, we examine art and architectural
practices that are based on the exiperience of the body in the space. When
the scale of architectural and artistic objects coincide, a possibility of direct
exchange of ideas between two similar discourses arises. Not acting within
scales characteristic for design in each discipline, but going away from the scale
as a medium, a field of interdiscursive exchange opens.
REAL-SIZE-MEDIA WORKS –
CONCEIVING ATMOSPHERES IN ARCHITECTURE AND ARTS
Aaron Betsky refers to the need to find architecture beyond building19 in the
Manifesto of 2008 Venice Biennale. Experimenting with form, construction
and space, we discover a new encounter with the problems of the modern
world; we discover a new manner of feeling like at home in the world.20 In

addition to the question of phenomenological grounds of the discipline,
according to Ćorović and Blagojević, Betsky encouraged the participants to
reevaluate different aspects of architecture in relation to the questions of
space perception, atmosphere, environment, light and climate.21 In addition
to that, Ole Fischer analyzes the need for “critical” thinking in architecture in
relation to research of the contemporary notion of the atmosphere.22 Fischer
argues that “new pragmatism” introduced into architecture a new form of
reading, through an active participation of the user.23 Ákos Moravánszky also
problematizes a growing interest for the environment in which the visitor
“immerses” (immersive artificial environment). This interest is reflected in great
popularity of installation art which attracts enormous attention.24 Atmospheres,
or according to Šuvaković, “spatial-temporal-behavioral events”,25 become the
joints of architectural and art concepts.
This installation Digestible Gulf Stream of Philippe Rahm, represents both
an architectural experiment and an art installation. Climate factors are here
understood both as ecological and cultural at the same time.26 The atmosphere
is defined between the subject and the object.27 The very notion of atmosphere
of a space was introduced for the first time in the texts by Hermann Schmitz,
a phenomenologist which uses this notion in relation to the theory of
perception. Borch calls Schmitz and Böhme pioneer thinkers in the philosophy
of atmosphere.28 Böhme calls the notion of atmosphere as a colloquial, but
nevertheless talks about potential of its use. The problem is represented in the
ambiguity: we talk about a tense atmosphere on a date, a cheerful atmosphere
of the day, refer to the atmosphere in the city, restaurant and scenery. The notion
of atmosphere, as stated by Böhme, always refers to the spatial feeling. We
also talk about the atmosphere of 1920s, of the bourgeoisie atmosphere or the
atmosphere of the night. Böhme believes that environments or atmospheres
could be designed.29 Contemporary research by Christian Borch direct us to
significant political and social connotations of the notion of atmosphere30,
which significantly increases its role in the modern culture.
The new relationship between artistic and architectural concepts, which
is realized through mediation of the notion of atmosphere, represents the
subject of numerous researches. Historical development, transformations
and determination of the notion of the atmosphere in the theory of art were
defined from the introduction of environmental art in 1960s to contemporary
transformations of this notion into related notions at the end of 20th century.
The idea of the atmosphere in environmental arts has been conceived from the
beginning through an active participation of the viewer (visitor). The environment
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can not be seen, it needs to be entered, experienced. In each of these situations,
the visitor is expected to complete the work of art. The complete meaning of the
work of art is obtained through the interaction with the visitor. Attempting to
turn the viewer’s role from passive to active, Kaprow represented the reflection
of a wider cultural change, which was to be spread during 1960s.31 James
Turrell is often considered to be a paradigmatic example of an environmental
artist. Light and space in his works represent both, the subject and the aim.
His installation emphasize phenomenological characteristics of perception,
and before directing to “here and now”, they stop the time and detach us from
the real space.32 Hill states that Turrell’s installations represent the famous Le
Corbusier’s idea that architecture represents a dance of forms in light, arguing
that he uses light better than any architect, even Le Corbusier.33
A lot of architects also problematize the notion of the atmosphere. Peter Zumthor,
in his texts, indicates the primary significance of architectural atmospheres.
Zumthor treats atmosphere as an aesthetical category, and emphasizes two
notions as primary, in relation to the atmosphere of an object and the manner
in which we perceive and experience the space. The first one represents our
emotional sensibility through which we experience the atmosphere. Emotional
sensibility is the form of perception which functions as a form of spontaneous
response.34 According to Zumthor, immediately after entering a room, we
already develop feelings in relation to it. Even if the space does not appear to
be affirmative for us, we develop a feeling towards it. The next notion Zumthor
emphasizes is corporeality; namely, our encounter with the object is always
physical, bodily, as he believes. We develop an impression towards the object
immediately, feel its material and haptic qualities, hear the sounds, see the light,
feel the temperature and smell, etc.35
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Phenomenological and hermeneutic theories in architecture, declare that the
notion of the atmosphere consequentially triggers the question of perception.
The atmosphere constitute the image of space, and not the space itself. A
relevant notion of “space experience”, which is always an experience that
involves multiple senses, is thus defined. Juhani Pallasmaa states that a space
experience, which involves multiple senses is not just a series of images, but
also an encounter with and object, approach and opposition, movement and
bodily identification. Thus Pallasmaa calls architecture an art of the view,
adopting Baumgarten’s idea that perception of atmosphere is generated in
both mental and sense experience. The atmosphere is the mental background,
experiential feature or characteristic, which is stretched between the perceived
object and subject.36 The power of architecture lays in its capability to empower
the experience of the reality, and its imaginative dimensions arise from this
intensified and re-sensitized feeling of the reality.37

Philippe Rahm’s projects represent the model of the relationship established
between the architectural design and installation art through a contemporary
discourse on sustainability. As Fischer points, the main characteristic of
Philippe Rahm’s architecture is that it cannot be viewed, but can be felt.38 He
also emphasizes that if architecture wants to be more than a design and planning
service, and art more than decoration, they both have to be founded on the
grounds of conceptual thinking, experiments and discourse.39 This is exactly the
way in which Philippe Rahm integrates architectural responses into technical
solutions which offer the appropriate type of comfort, thus offering a model of
sustainable behavior in the space. As Rahm states, when we are cold or hot, we
do not search only for the external causes in order to improve our comfort, but
also internal, physiological causes in our bodies.40
Experiments-exhibitions, such as The New Olduvai Gorges, Digestibile Gulf
Stream, or The Domestic Astronomy show, as Rahm states, experiments with
architecture which substitute functional and symbolic limitations with openness,
in terms of using space and possibilities of its interpretation.41 Researching new
forms of designing and using space, Rahm encourages the user to new forms
and ways of perceive the space. As Rahm states that his work is no longer
experimental, but it applies his experience gained through exhibitions onto real
projects. Thus, his practice can be divided to the period of research and the
period of application. Of course, there are always new researches on new topics
which could be applied to new projects.42 In his research, Rahms also refers to
Peter Sloterdijk and Bruno Latour, who state that a man is no longer in front of
an object, but included into an object. Men’s activities have brought to global
warming and other consequences on the planet. The state of the atmosphere
is the consequence of men’s actions. Thus world is no longer perceived as an
object outside of as, but as completely connected to us.43
CONCLUSION
Artistic forms of environmental arts refer to a wide field of artistic practices,
which is the reason why these practices are often described as theatrical and
experiential. The idea of applying environmental arts practice in architectural
design comes from the need of the user to be immersed in the space. The term
of atmosphere is recognized as a common goal of both creative practices (art
and architecture). Both practices are focused on the viewer, who is immersed
into the space which surrounds him, but also keeps a certain percentage of his
own identity as the viewer. Atmospheres are designed having in mind an active
participation of the viewer. This participation is a part of the entire idea of the
work of art, whereas the entire design process is directed towards the user, his
requests and needs. The relation which is established here is the relation between
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the architect/artist, the user and four-dimensional space, so called space-time.
As Pallasmaa states, a window does not represent architecture, but a possibility
to direct the view through it, to let the light inside, which turns architectural
elements into sensible architectural experiences. Le Corbusier argues similarly
when he states that we always have to say what we see, but, above everything
else, and which is a harder task, we have to see (perceive) what we see. The
atmosphere iis not sufficient to be examined only through theory, it is necessary,
as it was demonstrated through examples of art and architecture, constant
research through design.
In the contemporary world, disciplines of performing arts are assimilated to
a great extent within global performative rituals of everyday life. The border
between the real world and idealized, separated, autonomous world of art
becomes less clear. Spaces of our homes become environments in which rituals
of contemporary world take place. The author-architect has to be devoted to
these rituals in his design process, in order to be able to design atmosphere of
semantics that can be discovered.
Art and architectural design are traditionaly connected with specific scale,
in which the design process is developed. But in conteporary moment, the
influence of culture in all the discourses is manifested through wide interest
in everyday life, wich resulted with active design in real-scale 1:1 (real-sizemultimediaworks) and with deleting the boundaries between life, art and
architecture. In that way, scale becomes not just a design tool, but rather a
design method for active participation of creative practises in culture. The
production of the atmosphere is thus a potential for imprinting of everyday life
into architectural and artistic forms, through real-size-multimediaworks.
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promena na mikro-nivou (modeli transformacije neiskorišćenih prostornih resursa) kontekstom
makro-nivoa (aktiviranje prostora u odnosu na aspekte održivog urbanog razvoja).
ključne reči: modeli transformacije, principi transformacije, neiskorišćeni prostorni resursi,
urbana održivost, kulturni centar magacin, studentska radionica

RELACIONE LOGIKE I DIJAGRAMI:
Ž
STANJA BEZ RAZMERE (NEMETRICKA
STANJA)
Dragana Ćirić
Studija razmatra logike relacionog mišlјenja i konektivnosti, prikazujući odnose između predmeta
reprezentacije i načine njegovog predstavlјanja u crtežima, dijagramima, mapama i notacijama,
koje ili negiraju razmeru i metrička svojstva, ili funkcionišu u svim razmerama ne pripadajući
isklјučivo ni jednoj od njih. Obuhvataju korelacije i proporcije (statičke i dinamičke, geometrijske,
aritmetičke, harmonijske) ispolјavajući principe samo-sličnosti u prostorno-metričkim
progresijama, ali i principe kompleksnosti ili nelinearnosti zasnovane na prekidima simetrije u
okviru nemetričkih sistema.
Prvi deo rada objašnjava geometrijske i numeričke relacione figure, ili nizove predstavlјajući
„osnovne principe lepog i primarne esteske kvalitete svih stvari“ na način na koji ih definišu
klasična filozofija, nauka i arhitektura. Ove progresije (njihovi kodovi i algoritmi) zasnovani su
na principima regularnosti, najčešće i direktno prostorno reflektovane. Na drugoj strani, složenije
relacije i transformacije kao primarni predmet sledećih tematskih jedinica, su transformabilne
i nepredvidive, izmičući pravilnoj ekstenzivnoj definiciji. Nјihove forme predstavlјene su
tranzicijama od skalarnih ka ne-metričkim stanjima prikazujući prekide simetrija i apstrakcije,
preko složenijih formi dinamičkih modulacija i varijacija materije, zaklјučno sa nekim od primera
digitalne relacione dijagramatike i topologije arhitektonske problematike izvan prostornih
ograničenja i prostorne parametarske definicije – sve do dijagrama kao primarnog instrumenta
relacionog mišlјenja.
ključne reči: relaciono mišlјenje, dijagram, kod, dijagramatika, topološko mišlјenje,
intenzivnosti dinamičkih sistema, polјa informacija

IZVAN RAZMERE.
Ž
UGRADNJA DRUŠTVENE SVAKODNEVICE U ARHITEKTONSKE I UMETNICKE
FORME
Verica Krstić, Milena Kordić
Kao polazište istraživanja rad problematizuje aktuelizaciju pojma atmosfere u savremenim
arhitektonskim i umetničkim istraživanjima u teoriji i praksi. Kroz pojam atmosfere ukazuje se na
mogućnosti da arhitektonske i umetničke prakse direktno operacionalizuju svoj interes za probleme
svakodnevnog života i kulturu svakodnevice. Arhitektonske i umetničke atmosfere realizuju se u
razmeri 1:1, prevazilazeći tako razmere karakteristične za obe discipline pojedinačno. Korisnost
primene razmere 1:1 je u potencijalu za odvijanje interdiskurzivne razmene, jer podrazumeva
iskustvo fizičkog tela u prostoru i predstavlja medij kroz koji se društvena stvarnost utiskuje u
prostor. U ovom radu pokazuje se da je proizvodnja ambijenta mehanizam putem kog ambijentalne
umetnosti i arhitektura prevode društvenu svakodnevicu u arhitektonske i umetničke forme u
obliku real-size-multimediaworks.
ključne reči: arhitektura atmosfere, umetnost instalacija, interdiskurzivna razmena, razmera

1:1, društvena svakodnevica

